Fill in the blanks.

1. Take this file .................................... you.
   - of
   - with
   - by

2. Go ........................................... the stairs and knock .................................. the floor.
   - up, on
   - over, at
   - up, in

3. Sign your name ................................. reading the contract.
Prepositions Exercise

4. I like to spend time ......................... the library.

Please select 2 correct answers

in
on
at

5. The dogs fought ......................... the bone.

of
with
6. They have gone ................................ a picnic.

7. She has been on the computer ................................ morning.

8. The building is ..................................... fire.
Prepositions Exercise

9. He laughed ................................ my antics.

10. We are not interested ................................ gambling.
Prepositions Exercise

11. Can I get this shirt ........................................... a larger size?

   in
   at
   with

12. I am so happy ............................................. you.

   of
   for
   to

Answers

1. Take this file with you.
2. Go up the stairs and knock on the floor.
3. Sign your name after reading the contract.
4. I like to spend time in/on the library.
5. The dogs fought for the bone.
6. They have gone on a picnic.
7. She has been on the computer since morning.
8. The building is on fire.
9. He laughed at my antics.
10. We are not interested in gambling.
11. Can I get this shirt in a larger size?
12. I am so happy for you.